
NEWSLETTER 

We have finally enjoyed our first uninterrupted term in 
over a year.  It has been extremely busy for students 
and staff and I am sure that everyone is looking 
forward to a well-earned rest next week.  I would like, 
once again, to commend our students for their 
impressive efforts this term, particularly our Year 11 

and 13 students who have responded magnificently to the challenge of 
displaying their knowledge and understanding through a series of 
teacher assessments. 

As we plan for September, we want to make sure that we build on some 
of the excellent practice that was introduced, primarily, as a response to 
covid.  We have circulated staff surveys and will be seeking student 
feedback regarding whether there are elements of our ‘covid–provision’ 
that they would like to maintain.  I would really appreciate parents/carers 
participation in this process and we have attached a survey to explore 
how you feel your child has managed the return to school.  It should only 
take a few minutes to complete and there is the space for parents/carers 
to make other suggestions which we can take forward.  The survey can 
be found here. 

After half-term, I will start my annual interviews with students in Years10 
and 11.  This year, I will be holding small group interviews to discuss 
careers progression and provide our students with some interview 
practice.  I am really looking forward to these interviews and I know that 
Mrs Stanyard has been massively impressed by the Year 10s she has 
seen for one to one careers interviews.  Mr Purdey and Mrs Bauer are 
always extremely positive about this year group and predicting our ‘best 
ever’ outcomes for this cohort.  They are so pleased by the way in which 
our Year 10s have returned to school and maintained the positive 
approach that saw them through the lockdowns.  With less than twelve 
months until their GCSE examinations start, they have worked themselves 
into the best possible position.  The examinations in a couple of weeks’ 
time will provide them with the opportunity to assess their progress and 
next week’s break can be used for revision.  I always remind our 
students that as they settle into an exam preparation schedule, they must 
also build in time for rest, relaxation, exercise and socialising. 

Today, schools from up and down the country have taken over social 
media to celebrate the creativity of their students by participating in the 
festival of school and college arts.  Mrs Gallagher has been sharing their  
fabulous work all day from across a range of subjects.  It really highlights 

the talent we have at the school and the resilience of our students, as a 
global pandemic could not stop them from creating great work.  As we 
look to ‘build back better’ from covid, it is not enough for schools to focus 
up on missed academic content, we must inspire our students and 
encourage them to express their creativity.  

 

 

 

Chloe Lewry and Abigail Upton:  Respect for All Key 

I am making Chloe and Abigail my 
Stars of the Week, following a local 
resident phoning the school to 
commend them for their behaviour in 
the local community.  When this lady 
contacted the school, she 
commented, “They are really lovely, 
helpful girls and the school, as well 
as their parents, should recognise 
this.  They were in the crouch 
playground last night looking after the 
younger children. They were offering 
them reassurance and helping them; 
they helped my daughter on to the 
climbing frame. They also set a very 
good example, in terms of how they 
treated my dog, and asked for 
permission before petting him.”  

Miss Ralph also notified me of a lovely phone call that she received 
to start her week, regarding to two ‘stars’ in our Sixth Form.  A 
gentleman [who lives in a local residential home] phoned, saying 
that two of our students came to his assistance and helped him 
across the road on Friday, after it had become stormy.  He said he 
wouldn’t have been able to cross the road without them.  He is 
extremely grateful to these students and wanted to highlight it to us 
because often teenage boys have a bad reputation and don’t get 
recognised for kind acts like this.  It’s fantastic to report that the vast 
majority of contact that we receive from members of our community 
highlight how kind and considerate our students are.   I look forward to 
being able to identify these students and presenting them with their keys. 
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A HUGE thank you to all those who have donated to Jude’s ‘Just Giving’ 
page.  You can still contribute your £1 donation for the non-school 
uniform 
https://www.justgiving.com/Seaford-Head. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Director of Learning Stars of the Week 

Year  Name Reason 

7 Abigail Upton 
For much improved focus and effort in 
English! 

8 Carrie-Leigh Chapman For huge improvements in lessons! 

9 Beth Ransley 
For working very hard this term and 
having a  consistent positive attitude! 

10 Niamh Balkham 
For consistent effort and hard work in 
English! 

11 
All of our Year 11 

Students 

My lovely Year 11! Every single one of 
them! It has been a pleasure being 
such a part of your school journey 
and ending that journey being their 
Head of Year in Year 11! They are an 
incredible group of young people 
who I have no doubt, will change this 
world for the better. They are the 
reason that I love my job (most of the 
time)! I am incredibly proud of them 
all and will miss them. I wish them all 
the best of luck for the future and 
hope to hear all about their success 
and triumphs. Best wishes. Mrs K. 

Non Uniform Day for 

ALL Students  
Friday 28 May  

Term 6 starts 7 June 

2021 for ALL 

students 

Dates for Your Diary 

Just Giving  

https://www.justgiving.com/Seaford-Head


Name: George Stephenson 

Born: 9 June 1781 

 

Stephenson was a British 
engineer credited with building 
the first railway line [1825], a 
miner's safety lamp [1815] and 
improving the design and 
efficiency of locomotives, the 
most notable of which being the 
‘Blucher’ [1814] and the 
‘Rocket’ [1829]. 

Name: Anne Frank 

Born: 12 June 1929 

 

Aged 13, German born a Dutch/Jewish national, 
Anne Frank and her family went into hiding in 
Amsterdam in 1942 to escape persecution under 
Nazi occupation.  Betrayed two years later, they 
were sent to concentration camps where Anne 
later died from Typhus. 
 
Anne's diary from June 1942 to August 1944 is 
regarded as the most famous personal account of 
the Holocaust and has been turned into a play 
and film. 

June 



Register Here 

https://www.escg.ac.uk/whats-on/get-to-know-days/


Information regarding and registration forms for the Over the Rainbow Walk can be downloaded on our community page  

Seaford Head School Community Page  


